Sayers Cybersecurity Lab

Sayers Cybersecurity lab is an environment designed for our Clients, Partners and Employees to verify, validate and educate themselves on Cybersecurity solutions. Sayers has dedicated engineering resources to maintain the lab and offers customized environments and traffic scenarios that mimic the situations necessary for accurate testing and emulation. The foundation of this technical lab utilizes IXIA test, security and visibility solutions along with other network security product technologies as proof of concept.

**Cybersecurity Lab Features**

- Hardware / Software / Virtual / Cloud
- Efficacy at Load
- Malware, Exploit, Vulnerability, Patching
- Latency
- Visibility
- Architecture Validation
- Throughput / Load Verification
- Managed Proof of Concept and product comparison testing services
- Workshops
- Training Opportunities

**Benefit to our Clients**

- Significantly reduced time and effort testing products by using our facilities and engineering staff
- Use out lab equipment and/or your own
- Non-disruptive to Client environment
- Minimize or eliminate policy, procedure, legal hurdles during testing
- Find tool limitations
- Use Live/Real Malware
- Prove product datasheets specifications and claims before product acquisition